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Dicing with Death 
 
April 28th, 1958, was a very busy day. Our job was to fly through the 
radioactive cloud, left by the detonation of the Grapple Yankee air 
dropped hydrogen bomb. To bring back radiological particles, isotopes 
and gas samples, that remained in the cloud. We were equipped with 
specially modified Canberra B.6 bombers.  
 
Being woken up just after midnight. We washed and were dressed by 
1.30 am. Next item was a Flying Meal; eggs, bacon, toast and a big mug 
of tea. All of which was essential, as we didn’t know when we would be 
eating next. Then off to the weather briefing (Grapple Yankee). 
Possibility of light showers, but nothing serious or heavy, so we were to 
proceed to kitting up (getting dressed) for flying before going out to out 
aircraft.  
 
I was flying as Navigator in the lead aircraft, call-sign ‘Sniff Boss’. We 
were the Air Controller aircraft, tasked with monitoring and controlling 
all radiological sampling flights through the nuclear holocaust. Never 
having seen a nuclear detonation, it was a simple case of ‘ignorance 
being bliss’.  
 
We went forward without any knowledge (or even understanding) of 
the incredible events that would take place that day. Operation Grapple 
Yankee was well hidden from the eyes and ears of the World, on the 
largest coral atoll in the World. Christmas Island, located in the very 
middle of the Pacific Ocean, a thousand miles from anywhere. 
 
A huge Combined Service Task Force had been assembled for the event. 
The biggest since World War 2. In addition to the Army, Navy and 
Airforce; the New Zealand Navy had dispatched two ‘frigates’ for 
support duties; and a contingent of the Fijian Army were also present. 
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Plus, a small specialized nuclear monitoring group from the Canadian 
military was in attendance. 
 
We had flown three practice rehearsals previously for the live event, so 
we were familiar with the different flight routines. Except, that this time 
it, was going to be the real thing. We climbed into our flying overalls and 
took the minimum amount of equipment with us. We each deposited a 
box of fresh dry clothes that we would need after the flight, after we 
had washed off, and had cleared through radioactive decontamination.  
 
We climbed into a pair of underpants, a string vest, air ventilation suit 
(to keep us cool in the tropics), flying shirt, socks, tropical flying suit, 
shoes and a Mae West life preserver. That was it. Apart from our flying 
helmets and oxygen masks, no attempt was ever made to provide any 
form of protection against radiation; not even a set of lightweight metal 
foil overalls. We were part of the human experiment, to determine the 
survivability of Bomber Command crews during a Nuclear War, but we 
did not know it. ‘Nobody told us anything’. Most of the observers on the 
ground, were not provided with radiation dosimeters, and were 
ultimately considered as ‘collateral damages’ when it was discovered 
that they too had received dangerous radiation doses. 
 
After the main mission briefing, someone called out, “By the way, Film 
Badges and QFE’s (Quartz Fibre Electroscopes) are in the next tent. Take 
as many as you want”!  On a table in the next tent, there were boxes 
and boxes of Film Badges and QFE’s. Each unit had a serial number, but 
no one was recording what they were, or who was taking them. So, we 
just stuffed a couple of dozen each into out trouser and leg pockets.  
 
With the QFE’s, we did check them to ensure that they had been fully 
charged, and the needles were reading Zero. The QFE was an electrically 
charged instrument; as it passed through a field of radiation, the high 
intensity radiation knocked off the positive charge and this allowed the 
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needle to move, showing how much radiation the unit and its’ carrier 
had been exposed to. These units were used extensively by the (late) 
Royal Observer Corps. Although we each carried a dozen Film Badges, 
and a dozen QFE’s each; after the flight we were only to receive a single 
radiation dose reading for the records, from  dozens or more units.  
 
We were expecting to be given at least a dozen different readings, from 
the various instruments we were lugging around. I wonder why we 
didn’t? What happened to all the other units we had in our pockets? 
What were the radiation absorption readings on each of those? Did they 
all record the same radiation dose? Did they work? Who decided? Who 
checked them? Who knew? 
 
We went out to or aircraft. It was still dark, even without a Moon, the 
brilliance of the Milky Way, and the tropical stars in the clear night sky, 
had an illuminating effect on everything. The night sky at Christmas 
Island was a sight to behold. As an Astronomical Navigator it was close 
to nirvana. We could see the stars in both the North and South 
hemispheres. Being on the Equator, we could see Polaris (the North 
star), as well as the Southern Cross constellation. Incredible! However, 
we still needed torches to perform external checks of our aircraft. By 6 
am we had climbed into our aircraft, serial number 754. It was the dawn 
of the new day. The Sun was rising over the flat coral landscape, dotted 
with coconut palms. 
 
We had lights to perform the internal checks. Sniff Boss had a crew of 
four. There was the pilot who flew the aircraft, sitting next to him on the 
‘rumble seat’ was the Air Controller, who was the Master Controller of 
the sampling aircraft during the active cloud penetration runs. I was 
sitting in the rear navigation cabin to the left. Next to me was the 
Observer, who on an active bomber squadron would be dropping 
bombs.  
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We were not going to be dropping bombs. But we were told an Observer 
was needed anyway, probably as the crew ‘guinea pig’. We sat in the 
aircraft for just over two hours just waiting for something to happen. In 
the military, you spend an inordinate amount of time just sitting around, 
waiting for something to happen.  
 
Then just about 8am local time, listening in on the intercom, we heard 
other aircraft being given clearance to start their engines for take-off.  
Just before 9am we were given clearance to start our engines. Then we 
started testing our Sampling equipment.  
 
The Sniff Three sampling aircraft reported that one of its ‘SHARK’ wing 
tip sampling ducts, was not operating, so it closed down its engines. It 
was immediately replaced by the Sniff Four standby aircraft. All the 
possible contingencies had been rehearsed and practice numerous 
times, and it all went off like clockwork. 
 
At 0905 we were cleared to taxi away, for take-off on Runway 08. At 
0913 our wheels lifted off the runway and we were airborne to what 
was going to be my greatest adventure of a lifetime. We turned South 
and started climbing up to our holding pattern located at 46,000 feet (9 
miles high).  
 
The Grapple Yankee bomb was dropped and detonated at an altitude of 
8,000 feet (1 ½ miles above the surface of the Ocean). Nothing 
‘entrained’ into the cloud or stem from the sea. That is that nothing was 
sucked up from the sea or land, that entered into the nuclear magma or 
radiation cloud. I know, because I was there and watched it all. From 
take-off to landing I was maintaining my Navigation Log, of all the key 
elements that occurred during the flight. Including recording the 
radiation counts being broadcast by the sampling aircraft as they flew 
through the cloud.  
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Each Navigator broadcast the radiation readings from their three main 
instruments, every 15 seconds while they were in the cloud. ROMEO 
being the Rontgen rate per hour meter. CHARLIE the cumulative 
Rontgen whole body dosage, and SALMON the gas sampling unit. When 
this last meter recorded its maximum of 50+ units, it was an indication 
that our Rontgen whole body absorption rate was in excess of 200 
Rontgen per hour.  
 
At that rate, less than 3 minutes inside the cloud, we would have 
exceeded the maximum permitted radiation dose of 10 Rontgen, and 
we would all be toast.  
 
This is the first page of the Navigation Log, R.A.F. FORM 441. D, detailed 
flying Canberra 754, DATE 28/4/58. Which I maintained, and completed 
throughout the entire Operation Grapple Yankee live bomb drop. The 
Log was prepared as a ‘fill in document’. All I needed to do was to drop 
in the relevant times and readings as they occurred. 
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In 2011, with the assistance of Rosenblatt, Solicitors, I produced a 
Witness Statement on behalf of a group of Nuclear Veterans; who were 
applying for Nuclear War Pensions. They were seeking compensation, 
for the many illnesses and maladies that they, and their children had 
suffered; having been ordered to serve and be present, during the 
different nuclear tests.  
 
My Navigation Log, and other information were submitted as evidence 
to support the British Veterans case. My submission was ‘savaged’ by a 
pack of Ministry of defense Lawyers, led by Adam Heppinstall, eagerly 
assisted by Ken Johnson, from the Atomic Weapons Research 
Establishment (AWRE). Together they conspired with clever Lawyer 
tricks to work against the plaintiffs, to discredit them, and to have my 
entire efforts thrown out. They claimed that I would benefit financially 
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from the result of the cases being heard (but I don’t know how); and 
therefore, I was not a credible witness, because my deposition was 
biased, and it had “an Agenda”. Instead, by some sleight of legal hand, 
Ken Johnson was accepted by the Courts as a credible ‘Expert Witness’, 
and his hog-wash testimony is still on record in the official proceedings.  
 
In their wisdom, the Court discarded the evidence of a qualified Aerial 
Navigator, who had navigated around the Grapple Yankee cloud for over 
2 hours, in favour of Ken Johnson. A person who had arrived at 
Christmas Island four years after Operation Grapple had ended. Mr. 
Johnson was sent by AWRE to Christmas Island for the first time, as a 
civilian Junior Radiochemist. His function was to assist the American 
Government during Operation Dominic in 1962, and provide a UK 
presence at the American Tests. 
 
Mr. Johnson knew nothing about meteorology, nor anything about high 
altitude flying, and he had not even been present at any of the UK 
Grapple nuclear tests; yet the Court accepted him as an ‘Expert Witness’ 
to events that probably occurred while he was still at school. 
 
By the time he arrived at Christmas Island in 1962, the American military 
had converted the ‘hardscrabble’ island into a Billy Butlins Holiday 
Camp, with all the modern conveniences. Air Conditioning, fresh fruit 
flown in daily from Hawaii. Glamorous monthly USO Shows. Plenty of 
Ice Cream and fresh water. No more salt water showers. Weekend leave 
passes to Honolulu, etc.  
 
For all his efforts, Ken Johnson was financially remunerated for his 
participation in the legal maneuverings, fighting against the British 
Nuclear Veterans. He was compensated from public funds, plus 
expenses by the MoD. Before dying at the ripe age of 79, he appeared 
in a BBC4 programme about the UK nuclear tests. I watched him on the 
programme, it seems that he had been ‘hoist with his own petard’. He 
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appeared to be suffering from terminal cancer. Having spent an 
inordinate amount of time in the cancer wards, nursing my own 
encounters with the disease, I learnt how to recognize it a mile away.  
 
The Director of the Programme described Ken as “The star of the show” 
and said that he could have been a film star if he had chosen a different 
career. A few comments from the MoD Crown Solicitor Adam 
Heppinstall. 
 
“Ken was, by far, the best and most committed expert I have ever worked 
with and he is utterly irreplaceable. It was not only his professional input 
which kept the case going but also his incredible warmth and drive. He 
will be very sadly missed. We are much poorer without his incredible 
intelligence, insight, wit and energy.” 
 
With all the good things people at AWE, MoD and the BBC were saying 
about him, it is quite surprising that he wasn’t put up for a Knighthood, 
or even a lesser OBE or MBE. But that would also have meant exposing 
his involvement working against ‘the enemy’, the British nuclear 
veterans. 
 
Mr. Heppinstall QC is not exactly an angel either. He appears to be well 
versed in the subject of ‘dirty tricks’:  
 

 
Adam Heppinstall QC 
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From trial excerpts  
‘A child of the late Leonard Battersby appealed against the Decision.’ 
 
‘A Formal Complaint. We have complained to the Bar Standards Board 
about barrister Adam Heppinstall QC, who acted for the Secretary of 
State for Defense (SSD). The issue is that the Order by Charles J which 
required the new hearings instructed SSD witnesses to address all the 
evidence and substantive arguments submitted by the veterans.’ 
 
‘Heppinstall misdirected the Tribunal by claiming in writing that his 
witnesses had been instructed to prepare to speak about the 
appellant’s case although, when it came to court, they all said the 
opposite. We believe that this was a serious irregularity which 
adversely affected the appellants’ ability to bring their evidence before 
the Tribunal. One of the appellants’ representatives described this as 
“deliberate”. 
 
In 2012 the Supreme Court dismissed the veteran claimants’ appeal 
against the decision of the Court of Appeal [2010] EWCA Civ 1317, which 
had held that all nine Lead Claims in the Group Action were statute-
barred and were not permitted to proceed under the discretion under 
s.33 of the Limitation Act 1980.  
 
The Supreme Court was faced with two conundrums. The first was The 
Official Secrets Act of the United Kingdom, which prohibited service 
participants’ in the UK Nuclear Tests from discussing, and releasing any 
form of information or data. This was on pain of facing Courts-martial 
and stiff prison sentences. By the time the servicemen were granted 
permission by the Ministry of Defense to talk about their experiences 
– the time line permitted by the Limitation Act had expired. The 
second conundrum, which the Supreme Court failed to recognize, was 
that nuclear illnesses were never envisaged when the Limitation Acts 
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were passed into law. Nuclear illnesses, particularly cancers, do not 
materialize till many decades after exposure. There is also the reality 
that nuclear damaged chromosomes are passed on from parent to 
children, extending the liability from one generation to the next. 
 
Unlike the United States and other nuclear countries (except North 
Korea and Israel), the H.M. Government(s) and the Supreme Court of 
the U.K., failed to protect, and bring justice for the deaths and sufferings 
of all the British and Commonwealth nuclear veterans, and their 
children. 

In the mean-time the Legal beagles were being very well compensated, 
with tax payers funds, paid by the MoD for their efforts in fighting the 
enemy (the British and Commonwealth nuclear veterans). Especially the 
lawyers in the Henderson Chambers.  

The total admitted payments purportedly paid, on just a single case (Mr. 
Justice Charles) as of February 2017 were: 
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(Information obtained under the Freedom of Information Act) 
 

Compared to no payments at all to veterans, or their families. Think of 
all the other cases that they, and others were paid for as well! 
 

These figures do not even include EXPENSES. Having seen how individual 
Members of Parliament can be so very creative with expenses, and how 
Ministers can work their Housing Allowances; these figures can be 
considered just the starting point, on which to build their fortunes.  

So much for the military and civilian nuclear ‘guinea pigs’, and the 18-
year old National Servicemen; who will suffer the consequences of the 
nuclear tests for the rest of their lives, with little hope of a tiny gratuity, 
or measly War Pension. 

As the Grapple Yankee hydrogen bomb exploded, a fleet of aircraft, and 
a flotilla of ships leapt into action. Each unit had been carefully 
programmed to perform a specific function and task. Each unit acted 
independently, including the airborne Sampling Canberra’s.  
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After sampling was complete, we flew back to the airfield and landed. 
We went through decontamination. Washed off all the radioactive 
muck. Changed into fresh clothing. Went through debriefing. Then went 
to the Mess for a meal, and a beer. It was already late afternoon into 
early evening. Then another beer, then several more beers. After a very 
long day, I collapsed onto my cot in a shared tent. Having been up for 
close to 20 hours and having gone through the most unbelievable 
experiences in my life, I crashed.  
 
Many of the phenomena I experienced were unbelievable. I just did not 
understand most of them. Wet rain falling at 46,000 feet; when 15 
minutes earlier, the last time I had checked the outside temperature, it 
was minus 74 degrees Celsius. That was just impossible! Radioactive 
Rain! So, what else was new and impossible? But so was the long list of 
other ‘firsts’ that had happened that day.  
 
The following day, April 29th, 1958, the entire Task Force was stood 
down, except for essential services such as the Messes, NAAFI and the 
bars. Everyone had the day off. After having slept for 10 hours solid, I 
still needed time to recuperate. Nothing energetic like football, 
swimming or water skiing. So, I just hung around the tent doing nothing.  
 
The events of the previous day were still racing through my head and 
wouldn’t stop. My head was replaying every event. I closed my eyes and 
saw each one of them as vividly as the very moment when they 
happened.  
 
The biggest nagging issue was not being able to understand, or being 
able to rationalize, so many of the incredible things that had happened.  
 
One of the few items I had packed for the detachment to the island was 
a box of Windsor and Newton water colour paints. I pulled them out and 
decided to paint a few of the main events that had taken place the day 
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before. I’m not much of an artist. Probably because I don’t have the 
proper ‘hand/eye’ coordination, to have my hands accurately draw 
what my eyes can see.  
 
So, my renderings are somewhat naïve, and far from being brilliant. 
However, I did manage to get all the colours’ right. The painting worked. 
I managed to get the pictures out of my head and onto paper, while the 
details and thoughts were still fresh. In the past decade, I showed the 
water colours to a friend, Dai Williams, who was working on many 
projects in support of the Nuclear Veterans, together with the colourful 
Chris Busby.  
 
He took a copy of them, and within two weeks had been able to match 
the paintings to similar photographs taking at approximately the same 
time. The pictures and photographs need a verbal annotation, to be able 
to describe what was going on, at the very moment that each picture 
was forever frozen in time. I made a series of five paintings.  
 
Even today, just looking at them gives me almost total recall of that day. 
The pictures, together with my original Navigation Log, and other 
photographs support this history of events. 
 
#1 – H Hour plus 30 seconds  
 
Grapple Yankee detonated at H Hour (1005.13 seconds Local Time). The 
flaring brilliance of the explosion lasted 19 seconds. From the very 
centre of Ground Zero, the burst expanded from the size of a very small 
motor car, to a white hot 1-mile diameter, perfectly round ball of liquid 
white nuclear magma. Suspended motionless above the Ocean, for a 
few short seconds.  
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As soon as the glare had subsided, the pilot dug the left wing directly 
downwards towards the sea, and the aircraft spun round like a top. Sniff 
Boss was the only aircraft flying back towards the detonation. All the 
other aircraft were still flying away as fast as they could. As we swung 
parallel with Ground Zero, this is what I saw.  
 
The ball of magma, which quickly started to cool down and was showing 
yellow, orange and red creases surrounded the white magma. At a lower 
level there was a perfectly round ring of clouds. It looked like the 
explosion had burnt a hole in the cloud.  
 
But, where did the cloud come from? There had been no cloud there 
before the burst. Another mystery to be solved. Directly under the 
magma ball was the most Southerly point of Christmas Island. The rest 
of the island stretched up Northwards. Visibility was an astounding 60 
miles plus. We could see forever.  
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It was perfectly clear with very few clouds anywhere. Lagoons of 
different shapes and sizes were clearly visible across the island. The 
outline of my navigation window, with the internal rivets’ holding the 
skin of the aircraft in place, this was ‘my seat in the Gods’. 
 
 

 
 
 
The photograph, which was matched, shows a similar scene. It is 
probably a ‘still’ shot from the camera mounted in the tail of the Valiant, 
which dropped the bomb, and was still flying away as fast as it could. 
The same ring of cloud is clearly visible.  
 
Many years later, I learnt that the round cloud is called a Wilson Cloud 
Ring, named after Professor Wilson, who first identified the 
phenomenon decades earlier. Several Wilson Rings developed later, at 
different heights as the cloud rose, and these marked the size and shape 
of the Nuclear Cloud Bubble that was created by the blast wave. 
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In the photo, the land mass of Christmas Island is visible stretching out 
towards 3 o’clock. The bombing run for the Valiant took it over the 
airfield towards Ground Zero. As soon as the bomb was released, the 
drop Valiant took a very sharp 90-degree left hand turn, to get away 
from the detonation as fast as it could.  
 
On an earlier live bomb drop, the pilot who dropped the bomb turned 
away much too fast, and his plane started going into a high-speed stall. 
Fortunately, he was able to recover. To the many observers on the 
ground and at sea, it may have all looked easy and seamless, but it 
wasn’t. 
 
#2 - H Hour plus 1 minute 
 
Flying at an altitude of 46,000 feet is quite an experience. Very few 
people ever reach that height. Most Airlines restrict long haul trips to an 
altitude of 37,000 feet for safety reasons. At 46,000 feet you can make 
out the curvature of the Earth. 
 
Another startling thing is that even at midday, the sky above is pitch 
black. The blackness wraps and hangs around you like a dark cloak. 
There are never any clouds at that altitude. The air is too rarefied, and 
there is almost no moisture. Even though the weather is perfectly clear, 
it is impossible to fly using Visual Flight Rules (VFR).  
 
Because there is no visible horizon. The horizon is 10 degrees below the 
line of flight. At that altitude the pilot must rely on his instruments and 
can only fly by them. At night time, this is especially difficult, because 
there are Stars below the horizontal line of flight, and they appear to be 
underneath you. 
 
One minute after detonation, things were moving fast. Very fast. The 
nuclear magma and nuclear cloud were in constant motion. Expanding, 
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changing colour. The cloud had a perfect circle burnt out of it from the 
centre. It was a Wilson Ring cloud. We had been flying almost over the 
top of the Ground Zero and the point of detonation and were looking 
straight down at the round ball of magma.  
 
Then it started to move! The ball of white-hot magma started to move 
upwards towards us.  It was like looking down the muzzle of a cannon 
that had been fired. The shell was starting to come right up at us. The 
painting depicts the cloud when it had reached 15,000 feet. It had 
climbed up from the detonation point at 8,000 feet. Flashes of liquid 
magma were clearly visible all the way around the main cloud. At 10,000 
feet it started to leave behind the central stem of the cloud.  
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We side-skidded outwards, away from the line of fire as fast as we could. 
The magma cloud started to accelerate as it climbed, coming faster and 
faster. The cloud itself started to roil and roll at the edges. The colours 
kept changing getting darker and more positive. Then the cloud started 
turning white, as it sucked in the warm moist tropical air, condensing 
and converting the moisture into a regular cloud format.  
 
As the cloud was rising, brilliant shards of multi-coloured magma kept 
shooting out of the sides of the cloud, before extinguishing. The entire 
process was so colorful, picturesque and absolutely beautiful. As the 
cloud started to rise, the Southern tip of Christmas Island was clearly 
visible to me. Thin tall columns of what I though was ‘brown dust’ 
started to rise, while the cloud started to climb up. It appears the tall 
towers of ‘brown dust’ were being pulled up by the rising cloud, as 
though it was performing some form of Indian Rope Trick. They were all 
moving in unison. The towers reminded me of Manhattan skyscrapers, 
they were so narrow and thin, and they seemed to just grow upwards.  
 
Much later, I discovered that these were actually columns of brown 
smoke from the fires that had been ignited by the heat pulse from the 
detonation. The whole thing seemed very odd at the time, but so did 
everything else that was going on. One important item, the towers of 
smoke were vertical and straight, there was no wind.  
 
Moments before detonation, the tip of the island was being washed by 
the constant Trade Winds blowing from the South East to the North 
West. These winds had been stilled, and stopped dead by the blast wave 
that created the Wilson Cloud Rings. There was a ball of dead air around 
the entire Ground Zero area. Within the ball, there was no wind. The 
entire island had become engulfed by the Nuclear Weather Bubble after 
the Shock Wave had passed. A bubble of dead air. Ask any of the 
veterans who witnessed Grapple Yankee if they can remember any wind 
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after the shockwave had passed. Because they too were engulfed in the 
same dead air, with no wind whatsoever. 
 
The mushroom like stem continued to grow as the cloud rose. Striations 
started to pulse out with the stem development. Yet another 
phenomenon that we didn’t understand.  There was so much going on.   
The trunk of Christmas Island, with its many lagoons was clearly visible.  
 
We were flying South of the cloud and were above it, looking down. The 
Sun was behind us and was casting a brilliant light on the face of the 
cloud. 
 

 
 
This photograph appears to have been taken from the ground, to the 
North of the cloud, probably near to the airfield, looking up. It was on 
the shadow side of the cloud. Low-level, fair weather stratus cumulous 
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cloud, caused by the shock wave, obstructed much of the cloud, from 
viewers on the ground.  
 
Roiling around the edges, leading to a cloud like conversion was 
happening; and red magma clearly visible underneath. 
 
#3 H + 2 Minutes 
 
Two minutes after detonation the main cloud whooshed passed us 
while we were flying at 46,000 feet. It had travelled 8 miles within two 
minutes from a standing start. Its average upward speed was 193 mph, 
but it was travelling at well over 300 mph as it shot past us. And it was 
still accelerating. Flecks of liquid magma were still very evident as they 
licked out of the sides at 46,000 feet. The striations on the stem were 
very visible. 
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A photograph taken from the ground, shows a later development of the 
fluffiness of the cloud. It had sucked in warm water moisture, which was 
converted into cloud by the lower temperatures and dew points at the 
higher altitudes.  
 

 
 
The soft white gentle looking cloud belies the reality of the deadly 
nature of the cloud. Emitting high intensity gamma and neutron 
radiation, beyond a distance of 3 nautical miles from the edge of the 
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cloud and its stem; this was the deadly, invisible bubble of radiation 
‘shine’. I was picking up the edge of the invisible ‘shine’ bubble on my 
radiation instruments, and was able to measure its distance from the 
cloud. I was Navigating, and made certain that we kept well clear of it, 
and out of range of the deadly radiation. 
 
The cloud irradiated and contaminated every speck of dust and 
condensation nuclei that it ingested, and within the surrounding 3 
nautical miles of clear air. This was the invisible power of the bubble of 
‘shine’. It could not be seen, tasted or touched. Only my instruments 
could tell me that it was there. 

#4 – H+ 3 minutes 

At H+ 3 minutes the cloud had already crashed into the tropopause at 
an altitude of 51,000 feet, that is 10 miles high. The conjunction of these 
two powerful entities of nature was an incredibly memorable 
metrological event, but it was never recorded, nor even documented. A 
technical explanation of the Tropopause is: 
 

The tropopause is the boundary in the Earth's 
atmosphere between the troposphere and the 
stratosphere. 
 
Which says nothing! Because nothing is known about it! Very little is 
recorded anywhere, regarding the tropopause, probably as it is invisible, 
and no one has seen it. BUT I HAVE! I watched it as a 3 mile plus 
diameter nuclear cloud crashed into it, travelling in excess of 300 mph. 
Eventually penetrated through to the stratosphere. I can state that: 
 
“The tropopause is a tough, tenacious and highly flexible membrane 
that encircles the entire Globe. Providing protection from the Sun’s 
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rays, and preventing water from escaping from the atmosphere. There 
is so much more to say about it, including that it has physical depth” 
 

 
 
The bulge at the apex of the cloud is where the cloud breached the 
Tropopause and was leaking into the Stratosphere. The heat and energy 
within the nuclear cloud was able to lift up the entire Tropopause, over 
a 60-mile diameter area, which covered Christmas Island and the 
surrounding sea.  
 
It lifted the Tropopause from a level of 51,000 feet to 56,000 feet, before 
being repulsed back down to 46,000 feet. After bouncing up and down 
for a while, it settled down, having created a concave niche into which 
the cloud buried itself.  
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None of this was visible from the ground. We were the only aircraft in 
the area, we were up close. I saw it all through the navigation window. 
The other sampling aircraft were on standby, more than 50 miles away 
from the main action, they didn’t see any of this.  
 
We did not carry any cameras, because the photographic film would 
have been ‘fried’, when we flew through the nuclear cloud later. It 
would also be a bothersome item to try to have decontaminated once 
we landed back at the airfield.  
 
My eyewitness account of the phenomenon of the nuclear cloud 
impacting the Tropopause, and breaching it will be told at another time. 
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The ‘official’ photograph of Grapple Yankee. It is not really a pairing with 
any painting, as it was taken much earlier. A copy was given to all the 
servicemen who took part in the operation. A beautiful photograph, 
cleverly selected, cropped and presented, with the sole intention of 
saying “We did it”!  
 
The ridges in the stem of the cloud are the pulsing pressure striations. 
From the shadow of the Sun it’s possible to tell that it was taken from 
the North of Ground Zero. Apart from that, there isn’t much else 
information that can be gleaned from it, and that was intentional.  
 
However, if you’re an insider there is all sorts of good stuff you can read 
into it. The Photo Reconnaissance (PR) pilot who flew the aircraft that 
took this photograph, had been on the same PR Squadron with me; 
based in the 2nd. Allied Tactical Air Force in Germany. That was prior to 
our being reassigned to fly in different parts of Operation Grapple.   
 
He didn’t tell me anything about his mission, because we were all 
observing the very strict “NEED TO KNOW” rule. Which restricted any 
exchange of information, unless it was absolutely necessary. Hence, this 
led to the often-heard choral refrain of “THEY DIDN’T TELL ME 
ANYTHING”.  
 
The reason that I know so much about this photograph was that I just 
happen to be flying 4 miles above him when the photograph was taken. 
Although I didn’t see him. The sky is a very large place. 
 
To begin with, the thin wispy strip of cloud running through the top part 
of the cloud is one of the many Wilson Rings, which ran at different 
levels, all the way around the cloud.  
 
The photograph was taken at 20,000 feet. Top of the cloud is 35,000 feet 
and the lower level of the cloud is 25,000 feet. The bottom of the stem 
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is the most interesting part of the photograph. It would appear that 
black smoke is entering the base of the stem, and that the stem was very 
close to sea level. This is not true.  
 
The base of the stem was 10,000 feet, or two miles above the Ocean 
surface. There was literally nothing between the base of the stem and 
the Ocean below.  
 
But the photo was cropped to make it seem that it was sitting right on 
the Sea. Nothing entered the stem from the island or the sea. It is a 
simple photographic illusion, especially selected, in order to confuse.  
 
The black smoke in the lower left of the photo was the smoke from 
burning foliage and debris on the Southern tip of the island. There was 
a two nautical mile surface displacement between the bottom of the 
stem and the fires on the island. From a different angle it would be 
possible to see that there was a very large gap between the two 
different elements. 
 
The photograph is just very deceptive. That is why it was chosen and 
cropped that way. It appears to have fooled a bunch of Ministers and 
Parliamentarians.  
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#5 – H+15 minutes 
 
At H hour plus 15 minutes, the top of the cloud had stabilized and had 
settled, it was nesting within the upward notch in the Tropopause. The 
notch was perhaps the reason why the cloud did not expand or spread 
any further outwards; it was just trapped there. Lower down the stem 
was starting to bend.  
 
 

 
 
 
Signaling that the high-pressure nuclear bubble was beginning to break 
down at the lower altitude, and that ambient winds were starting to 
enter the nuclear bubble. However, the high-level weather inversion 
was still strong and holding fast, keeping upper atmosphere winds at 
bay. There was still a lot of heat and strength remaining in the cloud. 
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The pressure and heat that came up with the cloud had warmed the 
upper reaches of the atmosphere so much; well above the freezing 
point, to allow and permit the formation of rain at an incredibly high 
altitude.  
 
This was an amazing phenomenon, which was never captured, recorded 
or mentioned by the Metrological Department observers, or any of the 
MoD ‘Expert Witnesses’. The upper atmosphere winds were flowing 
around the nuclear mass, as the cloud did not move as it sat over 
Christmas Island, buried in the niche in the Tropopause. At the time we 
didn’t know why. We were far too busy doing other important work.  
 
More than six decades later, Science and Technology has caught up with 
reality. The answers to many of the questions and phenomena that 
occurred on the day that Grapple Yankee detonated, are now readily 
available. Unlike the Governments of the UK, Australia and New 
Zealand, together with the British Legal System – which all appear to be 
stuck in time, and still living in the first Industrial Revolution; time has 
moved on, explanations and rationales do exist. These will be detailed 
in the next edition:  
 

 
 
 
 

Grapple Yankee…….exposed 
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